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Abstract 
This is a continuation on the studies of rook placements and partition varieties in [5]. In this 
paper, we generalize the partition varieties to a quotient space of certain matrix space module a 
parabolic subgroup (vs. a Borel subgroup) of a general linear group. We introduce the ideas of 
y-compatible partitions, y-compatible rook placements and y-compatible rook length polynomials. 
First we give an explicit formula for the y-compatible rook length polynomials. Then we construct 
correspondence b tween the CW-complex structure of partition varieties in this general setting 
and the y-rook placements on a Ferrers board of the shape defined by a y-compatible partition. 
We prove that the Poincare polynomials of cohomology for such a partition variety is given by 
a y-compatible rook length polynomial. The model of partition varieties in this general setting 
generalizes Grassmann manifolds and flag manifolds which gives a uniform and combinatorial 
treatment for the cohomology of Grassmannians and flag manifolds. 
1. Introduction 
Let M.~,.(C) be the set of all m x n matrices of rank r over the complex field. 
Let M := M~,.(C). Consider a partition ,~ = (21 .. . . .  2m). Let ~ be the right justified 
Ferrers board corresponding to 2, i.e., there are 2i positions in the ith row. Define 
M,t :--- {a E M laid = O, ( i , j )  q~ F~}. 
An r-rook placement on/~ is a placement of r non-attacking rooks on ~.  Let R~ be 
the set of all r-rook placements on F~. In this paper we study the geometric aspects of 
the rook placements following [5]. In [4], we introduced a length function for rook 
placements on a Ferrers board and rook length polynomials. Then we gave a formula 
on the relationship between rook length polynomials and Garsia-Remmel polynomials. 
The major result in [4] is an explicit formula for rook length polynomials. As a conse- 
quence, we also obtained an explicit formula for Garsia-Remmel polynomials. In [5], 
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we introduced the notion of a partition variety as a quotient space BkM~ where B is 
the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices of GLm(C). We proved that BkM~ is a 
projective subvariety which has the structure of a CW-complex. The Poincar6 polyno- 
mials for cohomology of partition varieties with coefficients in real field R are proved 
to be rook length polynomials as introduced in [4] with r --- m. 
Definition 1. Let m be a positive integer• A composition of m is a tuple (ml,...,m~) 
of positive integers uch that ~--~=1 mi = m. 
Definition 2. Let 7 = (Yl . . . . .  7k) be a composition of some positive integer. Let Py 
denote the parabolic subgroup of Gm of the shape 
= 
Gyl * "'' * / 
i ••. 
• . • • • -• ~ 
\ . . .  0 G~k 
where G~, = GLri(C), and the , 's are arbitrary matrices of the appropriate sizes• 
In this paper we consider the partition varieties in the general setting : Pr\Mx (called 
a generalized partition variety) for certain partitions 2 (called ?-compatible partitions), 
where Pr is a parabolic subgroup of the general linear group Gm= GLm(C). Note that 
as in the case for partition varieties BkM~, the generalized partition varieties can be 
embedded to certain flag manifold and hence are equivalent to a special family of 
Schubert varieties topologically. In order to illustrate the linkage between the combi- 
natorics of rook placements and the geometric and topological structure of generalized 
partition varieties, we give an explicit construction i stead of quoting results scattered 
in literature. 
This paper consists of seven sections. Our main results are Theorem 33, 51, 57, 60 
and 62. Sections are the following. 
1. Introduction 
2. Preliminaries 
3. y-compatible rook placements 
4. Complex manifold PrkM. 
5. Generalized partition variety PTkM~ 
6. Cellular decomposition of Pr\Mx 
7. CW-complex structure of PrkM~. 
2. Preliminaries 
This section gives the notations, definitions and useful results from combinatorics, 
topology and geometry. 
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Let [n] denote the set {1 . . . . .  n}. Let 2 = (21 . . . . .  2m) be a partition of some integer 
where 21 >/ . . .  ~>2m > 0. Sometimes, we write 2 = (1 ~ 2 u2 -. .  n u") where #i is the 
number of 2j 's which are equal to i. We view a Ferrers board Fa of shape 2 as 
a subarray of an m x n matrix, where n = 21 and the kth row has length 2k for 
1 ~< k ~< m. For example, if 2 = (3, 1 ), then 
(-:) F,~----- . 
We assume, contrary to the usual convention, that F~ is right justified; the reason for 
this is explained in [4]. I f  r ~> 1 let 
r 
Vr -~- EE i ,  n-r+l (1 )  
i=1 
where Ei,j is the matrix with 1 at ( i , j )  and O's elsewhere. Let Wn be the symmetric 
group on [n] = {1 . . . . .  n}. Let S(n) be the set of distinguished generators of IV,: 
S(n) = {(12),(23) . . . . .  (n -  1 n)}. 
Definition 3. Let 2 be a partition such that Vr E F 2. When r = 0, let v0 = 0. For 
tr E R~, the length function l(tr) is defined by 
l (a) = min{k + h lcr = sk . . " Sl VrS'l " " " Sth} 
where si E S(m) and s~ E S(n) and 
I sp . . . s l  v rs~'"Sq E R~ 
for each 1 ~< p ~< k and 1 ~< q ~< h. 
Thus l(a) is the minimum number of adjacent row and/or column transpositions re- 
r quired to get a from vr = ~i=1 E i#- r+ i' such that all the intermediate rook placements 
are in the board F~. This length function was first used as the length of rook matrices 
by Solomon in his work on the Iwahori ring of Mn(Fq) [30]. The length function l 
can be evaluated 'locally' by the following formula which counts the contribution of 
each rook in tr, individually [4]. We often use a 1 to denote a rook and a 0 for an 
empty box in a Ferrers board. 
r E Proposition 4 (Local formula). Let a E R[. Write ~ = E i= l  ci,bi where cl < c2 < 
• " < Cr. Let ~i be the number o f  zero rows above the cith row in ~, ~i the 
number o f  zero columns to the right o f  the bith column in tr, and fli the 
number o f  l 's to the 'northeast' o f  the ith 1 (not including the ith 1). 
Then, 
l(tr) = ~ (~i + fli + 7i). (2) 
i=1 
66 
Definition 5. Let 
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We call this a rook length polynomial. 
Theorem 6 (Rook length polynomials, [4]). Zf I is a partition with m parts then 
%(A 4) = (3) 
where (k)4 = 1 + q f q2 + . . . + g-l. 
One of the main ideas in [4] is to extend a placement o of r rooks on an m x n 
board to a placement P(o) of m + n - r rooks on an (m + n - Y) x (m + n - r) board. 
We identify P(O) with the corresponding permutation of [m + n - r] and call P(a) 
the invisible permutation corresponding to cr. There are various ways to extend a rook 
placement o to a permutation of [m + n - r]. The choice here is made so that I(a) is 
equal to the number of inversions in the permutation P(o). 
Example 7. Let r = 2, m = n = 4. Let 
Thus the permutation matrix corresponding to 0 is 
P(a) = (‘% 1 + E23 ) + (E34 + ES2 > + (E45 + E66) 
= 
‘1000 
0010 
0001 
0000 
0100 
0000 
0 0‘ 
00 
00 
10 
00 
01 
(4) 
The 4 x 4 submatrix of P(a) at the southwest comer is exactly the rook matrix CJ. 
The formal definition of the permutation Z’(a) is as follows. 
Definition 8. Let (r E R$. Let 0 = CL=, EC,&, with cl < c2 -C . . . c c,. Define a 
permutation P(o) E W,,,+n--r by 
.n-rjn--r+cl...n-r+c,.I dl ... d,_, 
TZ,~,./ bl ... b, In+1 > . . .n+m-r 
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where {al, a2,  . . .  , an- r}  is the complement of  {b l ,  b2  . . . . .  br} in [n] with al < a2 < 
• " < a . - r ,  and {dl, d2 . . . .  , d in - r}  is the complement of  {n- r+c l  . . . . .  n - r+cr}  
in {n - r + 1 .. . .  ,n - r + m} with dl < d2 < " ' "  < dm-r. 
Remark. From this definition, we see that the ai's index the zero columns of a and 
the d i ' s  index the zero rows of a. In Example 7, since a = Ela+E32. we have cl = 1, 
c2 -- 3, bl = 4 and b2 = 2. Thus {al,a2} = [n] - {bl,b2} = [4] - {4,2} = {1,3}. So 
al = 1 and a2 = 3. Similarly, 
{dl,d2} = [n + m - r] - [n - r] - {n - r + c l ,n  - r + C2} 
={3,4 ,5 ,6}  - {2 + Cl,2 + c2} = {4,6} 
So dl = 4 and d2 ---- 6. Thus 
12  35  466)  
P(a)  = 
13 42  5 
Then the permutation matrix P(a)  is 
P (a)  = (E11 + E23) + (E34 -~ E52) q- (E45 -~- E66) 
which is exactly the same as the one given in Example 7. 
If we write P(a)  as a two-row array as in Definition 8, the columns to the left 
of  the first vertical line are called the co lumn imag inary  par t  of P(a) .  The  columns 
to the right of the second vertical line are called the row imag inary  par t  of P(a).  
The columns between the two vertical lines are called the rea l  par t  of P(a) .  Note in 
Example 7 that the 4 × 4 submatrix of P(a)  at the southwest comer, the real part of 
P(a),  is E34 +E52 which corresponds to a = El4 +E32. There will always be this shift 
r of row indices. If a --- ~-']~i=1 Ec,,bi then the corresponding block in the southwest comer 
of  P(a)  is a = E i r _ l  En_r+ci,b i.
Let C n be the n-dimensional affine space of row vectors. We use the usual complex 
topology in this paper. 
Definition 9. A subset of  C" is called an affine variety if it is the set of  common 
zeroes of a collection of polynomials with coefficients in C. These polynomials are 
called the defining polynomials of  the affine variety. 
The n-dimensional projective space over C is defined by pn = C,+1 _ {0}/~ where 
(x0,xl,...,Xn) "~ (Yo, Yl  . . . .  , y , )  if there exists c E C - {0} such that Yi = CXi for all i. 
Let (x0 : xl : .-.  : x,) denote the equivalence class of  (x0,xl . . . . .  x~). The xi are called 
homogeneous coordinates. A polynomial f (xo ,x l  . . . . .  xn)  is homogeneous of degree k 
if f ( cxo ,  cxl  . . . . .  CXn) = C k f (Xo ,  X t . . . . .  Xn ). 
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Definition 10. A subset of pn is called a projective variety if it is the set of common 
zeros of a collection of homogeneous polynomials. These homogeneous polynomials 
are called the defining polynomials of the projective variety. 
Definition 11. Let 
Ui={x=(xO:X l " ' " :xn)  EPn lx i#O} O<~i<~n. 
The Ui's are called the standard affine open sets. They form an open cover of pn 
[18, p. 4]. 
Lemma 12. Each Ui is homeomorphic to the affine space C n via h • x = 
(X0 :X1  : " ' "  : Xn) ~ (Xo/Xi,...,Xi--I/Xi,Xi+I/Xi . . . . .  Xn/Xi). 
Let Pn~ .. . .  ,P~- be projective spaces. Let N = I-[i~l(ni + 1) - 1. The points in pat 
will be written 
( . . .  : xi,,. ,i. : . . . )  (5)  
where (il . . . . .  ira) E [hi + 1] × . . .  × [nm + 1]. Define a mapping ~u • ~i~1 p~i ~ ply by 
~(( . . . : x i : . . . ) , ( . . . : y j : . . . ) , - . . , ( . . . :Zk : . . . ) )=( . . . : x iY j . ' .Zk  : . ' . )  (6) 
Lemma 13. Let Ai be a subvariety ofPn' for l <~i<<.m. Then kV(A1 x . . .  xAm) is a 
subvariety of P N. 
Proof. Humphreys [20, p. 13]. [] 
Remark. We identify the Cartesian product of projective varieties with its ~P image. 
Thus the Cartesian product of finitely many projective varieties is a projective variety. 
I f  X is a topological space and A is a subset of X then A denotes the closure of  A. 
Definition 14. A Hausdorff space X is called a finite CW-complex if X has a partition 
X = UiE1 ei into disjoint subsets {ei) iE1 satisfying the following conditions: 
• The index set I is finite. 
• Each ei is homeomorphic to an open ball in some R n. 
• I f  x E T / -  ei, then there is some ej of lower dimension such that x E ej. 
we call the subsets ei's cells. In this paper, whenever we say a CW-complex, we 
mean a finite CW-complex. 
Definition 15. Let X be a Hausdorff space. The space X is a complex manifold of  
dimension n if there is an index set 1 and a set of pairs {(Ui, ~bi) I i E /}, called a 
local coordinate system, such that 
• Each Ui is an open subset of X and X = Uiel u/. 
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• Each qSi : Ui ~ ~bi(Ui)C C" is a homeomorphism from Ui onto an open subset 
c~i(Ui) of C". 
• Let qSij := ~bj o ~b,. --1. Then c~i,j is a biholomorphic (the mapping and its inverse are 
both holomorphic) homeomorphism from q~i(Ui N Uj) onto 4)fiUi fq Uj). 
Example 16. The projective space P" is a complex manifold with the standard affine 
open sets as a local coordinate system. 
Definition 17. Let X be a complex manifold. An analytic subvariety of X is a subset 
Z given locally as the zero locus of a finite number of holomorphic functions. Thus 
if x E Z there exists an open set Ui in the local coordinate system as in Definition 15 
such that (1) x E Ui and (2) there exist holomorphic functions f l  . . . . .  fr  defined on 
Ui such that Z N Ui is the set of common zeros of f l , . . . ,  ft. 
Definition 18. Let M and M'  be complex manifolds with local coordinate systems 
{(Ul,~b/)} and {(U/,~b})} respectively. A map 4~:M ~ M'  is a holomorphic map of 
complex manifold if 
t~5 0 (~) 0 --1 -1  t (4,~ I,~,(u,~,-,(u~))) " 4,~(u~ n • (u ) ) )  --> 4,~(q,(u,,) n uJ)  
is holomorphic for all I and J .  
Definition 19. Let D C C m and D' c C n be connected open sets (called domains). Let 
: D ~ D' be a holomorphic map. The matrix 
\ dZj II<~i<~n,l<~j<~ m 
is called the complex Jacobian matrix of f .  
Definition 20. Let M and M p be complex manifolds with d imM~<dimM I. Let 
: M ~ M'  be a holomorphic map of complex manifold. The map 4~ is called an 
embedding of M into M'  if 4) is injective and full ranked, i.e., 
rank Jc(~)(x)  = dimM for all x E M . (7) 
m Example 21. The map 7 j • 1--[i=1 pn, ~ pN defined in (6) is an embedding of complex 
manifolds [20, p. 13]. 
I learned the following proposition from Professor Hiroaki Terao, which is crutial 
in our argument. See [5] or [3] for proof. 
Proposition 22 (Embedding theorem). Let X and Y be two complex manifolds. I f  
X is compact and 6) : X ~ Y is an embedding then 6)(X) is a complex analytic 
subvariety of Y. 
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Theorem 23 (Chow's theorem). I f  X C_ pn is an analytic subvariety then X & an pro- 
jective subvariety [18, p. 8]. 
Corollary 24 (Embedding theorem for projective space). Let X be a complex mani- 
fold I f  X is compact and 0 : X ~ pn is an embedding, then ~(X) is a projective 
subvariety of P~. 
Proof. Apply Chow's theorem and the Embedding theorem. [] 
Convention 25. In the context of Corollary 24 we agree to transport he structure of 
projective variety from O(X) to X itself. In this sense X is a projective variety. 
Recall that Mx is a subset of the affine space M. We give it the subspace topology. 
Since P~M~ CM~, we may consider the geometry in the quotient space P~\M~. We 
give the quotient space P~\M~ the quotient opology. In this paper we use some well- 
known results on Grassmannians. In the following we quote them without proof. There 
is an exposition in [3] on this which is a complex version of that in Milnor and 
Stasheff [24]. Let m and n be two positive integers such that m ~<n. As before let 
G = GLm(C). Let Gm(C n) be the set of all m-dimensional subspaces of C n. Let V be 
an m-dimensional subspace of C n. Then V can be written as a linear span of m linearly 
independent row vectors {~i}l<~i<.m in C ". Using 0~ i as the ith row for 1 <~i<~m we get 
a m x n matrix a of rank m. Let (a) denote the row space of a. Note that for a, a r E M, 
(a) -- (a') if and only if a and a' have the same G-orbit [a] := G a = G a' = [a']. 
Define a mapping (a) ~ [a]. This is a one-to-one correspondence b tween Gm(C n) and 
the quotient space G\M = {Gala E M} where M is the set of all m xn  matrices over 
C of rank m. The quotient space G\M has the quotient opology inherited from the 
natural topology of the space M. We transport this topology to Gm(C~). Thus Gm(C n) 
is a complex manifold, called the Grassmann manifold. In the following, for a fixed 
a E M we identify the row space (a) with the G-orbit [a] = G a. Further, we identify 
the Grassmann manifold with the quotient space G\M = {Gala E M}. Thus we 
consider an element of the Grassmann manifold Gm(C ~) either as a G-orbit of some 
matrix a E M or as an m-dimensional subspace of C ~, whichever is convenient. Let 
C k = {(0 , . . . ,0 , z  k. . . . .  z1) E C n Iz i E C} for l<<,k<~n. 
n--k 
Remark. We call this special sequence of subspaces the standard flag. This definition 
is 'backward'; one might prefer 
C k={(z~ . . . .  ,zk, O . . . .  ,O) EC  ~ lz~cC}.  
n--k 
The reason for us to use such a 'backward' definition is that our Ferrers boards 
have to be right justified to include the parabolic boards as special cases. For the same 
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reason, our row eliminations and Gram-Schmidt process are all from bottom to the 
top. 
I f  [a] E Gm(Cn), then, 
0 = dim([a] fq C°)<~dim([a] N c l )~ . . .  ~<dim([a] N C n) = m. 
Note that any two consecutive integers in this sequence differ by at most 1. Thus, there 
are exactly m jumps in the sequence. We collect all the [a]'s which jump at the same 
places• 
Definition 26 (Schubert cell). For a E J (m,n) ,  let 
e(a) = {[a] E Gm(C~)l dim([a] M C ~-a(i)) < dim([a] M C n-a(i)+l), 1 <~i<~m}. 
We call e(a)  the Schubert cell of  cr [24, Section 6]. 
Let U be a subset of  the Grassmann manifold Gm(Cn). We say that U has ma- 
trix representatives S = {x,y  . . . .  } c M if  U is the set of  row spaces of  the ele- 
ments in S. Note that a matrix determines its row space uniquely. On the other 
hand, for a fixed m dimensional subspace, there is a unique orthonomal m-frame 
(Vl . . . . .  Vra) in H n-*(1)+l x - . .  × H n-a(m)+l (see [5]). Use vi as the ith row vector for 
1 ~< i ~< m. We get a matrix a. This matrix is uniquely determined by the m dimensional 
subspace. 
Lenuna 27. For m<<.n, let e(a) be a Schubert cell in a Grassmann manifoM GIn(C"). 
Then, e( a ) has matrix representatives 
tO ""  0 Pl * • " * 0 * - . .  * 0 • . . -  *'~ 
/ • 0 * . . .  * 0 * . . .  * Pm-I * " "  * 0 * " "  * 
prn * "'" * 
(8) 
with real positive Pk in the a(k)th place f rom the right, for  1 <<.k <<.m i f  and only i f  
the corresponding Schubert variety e(a) has matrix representatives 
i 
O . . .  o * * . . .  * * * . . .  * * * 
• * * . . .  * * * 
• . . .  * * * 
(9) 
with a(k) *'s in the kth row, for  l <<.k<<.m where the . ' s  are complex numbers. 
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Remark. The number of *'s in the matrix (8) equals the dimension of e(a). In 
the following, we write a Ferrers board consisting of all the *'s in the matrix (9) 
as F~a~. 
For example, if 
(10 0 00) ~r---- 1 ' 
then jl = 2, and ./2 = 3, so e(a) has a Ferrers board 
( ' : : )  
while e(a) has a matrix representative 
(10 01 : ) • 
Corollary 28. For a, a p E J(m, n), e(a) C e(a ~) if and only if F~C~ C Fz(a,~. 
Proposition 29. The Grassmann manifoM G\M has a CtV-complex structure. 
3. 3,-Compatible rook placements 
In this section, we give an explicit formula (see Theorem 33) of rook length poly- 
nomials for certain partition 2. These partitions are called y-compatible partitions. The 
idea of y-compatible partitions is to make sure that P~ Ma C M~. 
Definition 30. Let ~ = (71 . . . . .  Y t )  be a composition of m. A partition 2 = (21 . . . . .  ~,m) 
is called a y-compatible partition if 2 = (k~ ~ .. . . .  kt r') where kl >~k2 >1... >~kt > O. 
In the Ferrers board F~, we call the rows corresponding to k~ i the ith y-block. If 
from the context he composition ~ is clear, then we omit the ~ and call these rows 
the i-th block. 
Definition 31. A rook placement a is said to be 7-compatible if a(i) < a(i + 1) 
whenever y~S= 1 7j < i < i + 1 ~< ~--~j'+l f .  z-.~j=l ~'j, for some Let R~(7) denote the set of all 
y-compatible rook placements on the board F~ with r rooks. 
This definition tells us that for a y-compatible rook placemems, in each block of the 
Ferrers board, the column indices of rooks increase as the row indices increase. 
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Definition 32. Let 2 be a y-compatible partition. Define the y-rook length polynomial 
RLr(~,,v,q ) := ~ qt(~). (10) 
When V =( lm) ,  this is the rook length polynomial in Definition 5. 
Theorem 33. Let 2 be a y-compatible partition. Then 
RLm(2, T ,q ) :h [k i -T i+ l -V i+2 . . . . .  Vt] 
i=1 Vi q 
where 
I s ]  _ (S)!q and (S)!q = (S)q(S-1)q  . . . (1)q.  
[tl q (t)!q(S -- t)!q 
(11) 
Proof. We use induction on the number t of blocks. If  t - 1, then 71 = m, kl = n and 
/~ is an m × n rectangular board. Thus every y-compatible rook placement tr satisfies 
the inequalities: 
l~<a(1) < o'(2) < ... < a(m)<<.n. 
By the local formula of the length function, the ith rook (the rook in the ith row) 
contribute n - m + i - tr(i) = n - a(i) - (m - i) to the length l(tr) for 1 <~i <~m. Note 
that 
O<~n-m+m-t r (m)  <. . .  < n -m+(m-1) -o" (2 )  
< n-m+l -a (1)~<n-m . 
So RLm(2, v,q) = [n] which is exactly our formula in the theorem. Suppose that the 
formula is true for t < s. I f  t = s, let (r be a fixed y-compatible rook placement 
on F~. Consider the contribution of the rooks in the last block, i.e., the last Vt rows. 
By definition of y-compatible rook placements, if the rooks in the last block are in 
the columns of indices kl - ij + 1 (the ijth column from the right) then we have 
1 <~il < i2 < . . .  < is, <<.kt. By the local formula in Corollary 4, these rooks contribute 
~ i ' ~ j= 1( J - J )  to the length function which is independent from the positions of the rooks 
in the first t - 1 blocks. Now, cut off the last block and the columns containing the 
rooks in the last block from the Ferrers board. Then we get a rook placement tr ~ of 
m - Vt rooks on a Ferrers board of the shape ( (k l  - )~t) ~'' . . . . .  (k t -1  - V t )  v t - I  ) .  Clearly, 
a t is (71 . . . . .  7t-1)-compatible. By induction hypothesis, 
~ql(a')  =t f i l [ (k i -~t ) -V i+ l  . . . . .  Vt-1] 
a t i=1 Vi q 
where tr ~ goes through all the (71 . . . . .  Vt-1)-compatible rook placements with m-  Vt 
rooks on a Ferrers board of the shape ((kl -7t )~' , . . . , (kt -1  -V t ) r ' - ' ) .  Note that 
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l (a) = l(a I) + z..~j=l~ j - J ) .  Let a vary within R~(?). We have 
RLm('~, 7, q) 
t--1 
Y]~t_,(i/--j) [ (ki - ]:t) - Ti+l . . . . .  ,t-1 1 
= E q -  1-[ Yi 1 <~il <i2 <... <iy t~kt i=1 q 
=r I  [k i - ' i+ l  - ' i+2 . . . . .  ' t]  
i=1 Ti q 
Hence the theorem is proved. [] 
Corollary 34. I f  t = 1, then 2i = n for each i and 
RLm(2,]~,q) = [ ~ ]q" (12) 
Proof. This is the result in the first step of the induction in the proof of our theorem 
above. [] 
Corollary 35. I f  7i = 1 for  all i, then every partition is y-compatible. 
RL,, (2, 7, q) = RL,,(2, q) (13) 
m 
= I-[(2i -- m -}- i)q (14)  
i=1 
Proof. Take ki = 2i for each i. Then, ?i = 1 for each i. [] 
Example  36. Let ~ = (1,2) and 2 = (4,3,3). Then, 2 is clearly y- compatible. 
Let 
E F' A= B= 1 1 
1 1 
1 i 1 
r_E 
1 1 
1 1 
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By the local formula of the length function, we know that 
RL3((4,3, 3),(1,2),q) = 1 + q + q + q2 + q2 + q3 
= (1 + q)(1 + q + q2) 
= I~]q [412]q " 
4. Complex manifold Pr\M 
Definition 37. Let I(m,n) be the set of all injective mappings from [m] = {1 . . . . .  m} 
into [n] = {1 . . . . .  n}. Let 
J (m,n)={aE I (m,n) ]a ( i )  < a( i+ l ) , l~<i~<m-1}.  
rtl  Remark. We identify the mapping a E I(m,n) with the m × n matrix ff, i=lEi,a(i). 
Thus we identify I(m,n) with Rn~ and we can talk about the rows and columns of 
a E I(m,n). 
Definition 38. For a E M, I C_[m] and J C_[n] with [II = IJI, let SUbl, j a denote the 
submatrix of a with row indices in I and column indices in J .  Let 
al, j = det(SUbl, j a) 
be the corresponding minor. 
Thus, for a E M and a E J(m,n), a[m],a([m]) is the minor of a with row indices 
1,2 . . . . .  m and column indices ~r(1 ), 0"(2) . . . . .  a(m). 
In this section we prove that Pr\M is a complex manifold. For this reason, in this 
section our partition 2 = (n,...,n) = (n"). First, we introduce a family of subsets 
W~(a), for a E I(m,n). For a fixed composition y of m, if the ith row and the jth 
row are in the same y-block, then we write i ~ j. Recall that R~'(y) is the set of all 
y-compatible rook placements on the board F~ with m rooks. Define 
J (a )  = {o'(1) . . . . .  a(m)}, (15) 
L~(a) = {(i,j) lj q~J(a)},O{(i,j)[j = a-l(il), i > il, i 76~ il}, (16) 
~t/~(a)= {a+ (i,j)eL~.(~) ~ ai'jEijla"j E C} ' (17) 
°//(a) = U Pra. (18) 
In the following for a fixed a, we will call a pair (i,j) E Lr(a) a free position of 
~W~(~r) and we call the corresponding aid a free entry of ~r (a ) .  
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Lemma 39. M = U~RT(r)q/(a). 
Proof. We need only show that M c U~RT(~)q/(a). Take a EM, we show that there 
is some a ER~(?) such that a E°k'(a). Note that left multiplication by elements of 
Pr corresponds to (a) elementary row operations 'from bottom to top' within the 
whole matrix, and (b) elementary row operations 'from top to bottom' within each 
block. 
Let 
J 
v j=~?~ for l<<.j<<.t. (19) 
i=1 
Let c be a k × k matrix. Let Ip@c@Iq denote the (p+k+q)  x (p+k+q)  diagonal 
block matrix 
C ) Ip O c E) Iq := C . iq 
We need the following construction. 
Construction OP*. Start with a matrix a EM.  Construct a sequence a(°),a (1) . . . . .  a (t). 
Let a (°) =a.  If a (k) has been constructed, choose a (k+l) as follows. 
Define Jt+l =0. Suppose k<~t. Since ranka(k)=m, there is a non-singular square 
submatrix which is in the rows from the (vt-k-1 + 1)st to the vt-kth of a with column 
index set Jt-k : { Jv t - , - j+ l  . . . . .  jr,_,} such that Jvt-*-l+l < " ' "  <J~,-k and Jt-k NJq :0 ,  
for each q>t -  k. Multiply a by I~k_ ~ @ (subt~,_,_~+l.v,_k],j,a) -1 q~Im-v, on the left. 
Then pivot at (m - Yk . . . . .  ~t + i, j i )  upwards to eliminate all the entries above for 
vt-,-~ + 1 ~i~vt-k. Then, we get a new matrix a (k+l). End of Construction OP*. 
In the construction above the column index set Jt-k is in general not unique. There- 
fore, the output of Construction OP* is in general not unique. But if the Jk is fixed 
for 1 ~<k ~<t, then the output of Construction OP* is uniquely determined by a and 
t 
{Jk }k= 1 • 
Let Jr,Jr-1 . . . . .  J1 be the sequence of column index sets obtained in this way. 
Define a (k )= j , ,  for 1 ~k~ra .  Then, a E I (m,n)  and the resulting matrix in the pro- 
cess above lies in ~/~(a). In particular, for i ~ i', if i< i  I then a( i )<a( i l ) .  Thus 
we know that a ER~(?). The definition of Construction OP* implies that there is 
some p EP~ such that a (m) = pa E ~(a)  C q/(tr). By the definition of q/(~), we have 
a = p-la(m) E ql(tr). [] 
Lemma 40 (Uniqueness). Let tr E R~n,(y). / f  aEq/(tr), then there is a unique p E P~ 
such that paE  ~g~(a). Write this p as p(a,a). 
Proof. Suppose t~ERm,(?) is fixed and aEq/(a) .  Then the columns a(1) . . . . .  a(m) 
of a are linearly independent. By the definition of q/(~), for k =0, 1,... , t -  1, we can 
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choose the 
J t -k  = { ff( v t -k -  i -t- 1),.,. , ~r( vt-k ) }. 
in Construction OP*. On the other hand, by the definition of ~(a) ,  to make sure 
that pa E ~(a)  we have to choose ~r(k) =Jk for all k. Thus, by our earlier remark on 
uniqueness, there is a unique p E Pr such that pa E ~¢/~(a). [] 
Let u~ : q/(a) ~ ~//~(a) be the map defined by a ~ p(a,a)a ,  then Lemma 40 tells 
us that this is a well-defined map. Since ~¢/~(a)C q/(a), this map is onto. 
Corollary 41. 
(a) 
ql(a)  = {a EMla[m--vk+l,ml,~[m--~k+l,m ] ¢ O, 1 ~k  ~t} .  (20) 
(b) 
Prq l (a )Cq l (a )  fo r  all aERnm,(?). (21) 
(c) 
Pr \M= U v(o') (22) 
where V(a)  := P~\q/(~) is open in P~\M. 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 40 for each a C q/(a), there is some p C P~ and w E ~t/~(~) such 
that a = pw.  By the definition of ~t~(a), we have 
W[m--vk+l,m],a[m--vk+l,m] ~ i 1 ~ O. 
Since for each p E P~, 
sub[m--vk +l,m],a[m--vk + l.m]a 
= sUbtm-vk+l,m],a[m-vk+l,ml(PW ) 
: sUb[m_Vk+l,m],~[m_vk+l,m]p sUb[m--vk+l,m],cr[m--vk+l,m] TM 
Take determinant on both sides, we have 
a[m--vk+l,m],a[m--vk+l,m] ~- P[m--vk+l,m],a[m--vk+l,m] W[m--vk+l,m],t~[m--vk+l,m] ~ O, 
for 1 <.k<.t. Therefore, the left-hand of (20) is a subset of the right-hand side of (20). 
On the other hand, if aEM such that a[m--vk+l,m],tT[m--vk+l,m] ~ O, for l<<.k<.t, then 
by Construction OP*, we can find p E P~ and w E ~/~(a) such that a = pw C P~t/~(a) = 
q/(a), i.e., the right-hand side of (20) is a subset of the leit-hand side of (20). Hence, 
(20) is proved. (b) By the formula in (a) this is obvious as all the matrices in P~ 
are non-singular with all the non-zero entries in the parabolic board determined by ?. 
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(c) By the definition of quotient opology, we need to show that q/(a) is open in M. 
Note that the inequalities in (20) are strict polynomial inequalities. Thus, q/(a) is open 
inM.  [] 
Lemma 42. V(a) is an affine space of dimension 
t 
m(n - m)+ m(m-1) ~ (?i) 
2 2 
i=l 
for every a ~ R"~(~). 
Proof. Define a map v~ • V(a) ---, ~/t/~(a) s the following: Let n :M ~ P~\M be the 
canonical mapping defined by a ~ P~a. Define 
v~(~a) := u~(a). 
Thus we have the following commutative diagram. 
~(~) u° ~(a)  
v(a) 
By the definitions of the quotient opology on Pr\M and the subspace topology on 
~/~(tr)cM we know that va is a homeomorphism from V(a) onto ~(t r ) .  By the 
definition of Lr(a ), 
re(m-1) t (~"~ 
dim ~/~( a) = m( n - m ) + [] 
i=1 
Lemma 43. Suppose V(a) M V(a') ~ O, for some a,a' ER~(~). Then va o v~ 1 is 
a biholomorphic homeomorphismfrom v~(V(a)M V(a')) onto va,(V(a)n V(a')). 
Proof. Since uo = it o v~, by the definition of quotient opology, we need only show 
that uo o u~ -1 is a biholomorphic homeomorphism. Recall that for a fixed a E M and 
a fixed a E R~(T), Construction OP* gives 
uo(a) = Ps"" pla 
where each Pi E P~. Moreover, by Construction PO*, we know that the pi's are uniquely 
determined by the fixed a E M and a fixed tr E R~(),). Since each Pi is either of the 
form oflkl @ff~Ik~ or I+cEi, y where g is the inverse of a k3 xk3 non-singular submatrix 
of a such that kl + k2 + k3 = m, and c is a rational function of the entries of a such 
that all the denominators are non-zero, for all a E ~d(a). Thus, u~ is holomorphic from 
~(a)  onto uo(dl/(a))= ~/~(tr). Note that the matrices Ikl @ g • Ik2 and I + cEi, j are 
invertible. We know that u~ is one to one and onto. Therefore, u~ -1 exists. By the 
similar argument as above we know that u~ -1 is holomorphic. [] 
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Combine the three lemmas above, we have 
Propos i t ion  44. P~\M is a complex manifold. 
The fol lowing is an example for an open cover of  the quotient space Pr \M.  
Example  45. Let ~= (1,2)  and 2= (4,4,4).  Then, 2 is clearly 7-compatible. Let 
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1 1 
0 -(1) = 1 , 0 .(2) : 1 , 
1 1 
1 
0-(3) = 1 , 0 -(4) = 1 
1 
0-(5) = 1 , 0 .(6) = 1 
1 
0-(7) = 1 , a(8) = 1 
1 
1 
0 -(9) = 1 
1 
1 i 
0-O1) = 1 
1 
0-(10) = 
0-(12) = 
1 al,2 0 i )  
a(a ~1))= a2,1 a2,2 1 , 
a3,1 a3,2 0 
a(a (3)) = a2,1 1 a2,3 , 
a3,1 0 a3,3 
(1  0 0 a l ,4 )  
a(o'(5)) --  a2,1 1 0 a2,4 , 
a3,1 0 1 a3,4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
al, l 1 0 O) 
a(a(2))=la2,1 a2,2 1 0 
/\a3,1 a3,2 0 1 
a(0-(4))= /a2,1 1 a2,3 , 
\aL l  0 a3,3 
(al , l  0 0 1 ) 
a(0-(6)) = [a2,1 1 0 a2,4 , 
\a3,1 0 1 a3,4/ 
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a(tr(7)) = a2,2 a2,3 , 
a3,2 a3,3 
a(o "(9))= a2,2 0 a2,4]  , 
a3,2 1 a3,4 / 
( i  0 1 al,4~ 
a(a01))= 0 a2,3 a2,4 / , 
1 a3,3 a3,4 ,/ 
For l~<k~<12 
~(a  (k)) = {a(a(k))la, J ~ C}, 
q/(a(k)) = I,.J Pr a(a(k)) 
V(tr (k)) = {P~a(tr(k)) la(tr(k)) E ~(tr(k))} 
a(o-(8)) = 
a(trOo)) = 
a(tr(12)) = 
0 al,2 1 i )  
1 a2,2 a2,3 
0 a3,2 a3,3 (0a 01) 
1 a2,2 0 a2,4 , 
0 a3,2 1 a3,4 (o o al, 1) 
1 0 a2,3 a2,4 • 
0 1 a3,3 a3,4 
Thus we have (a) each V(tr (k)) is open and (b) P~\M= U12=l V(tr(k)). 
5. Generalized partition variety PrkM~ 
In this section, we prove that the quotient space PrkM~ is a projective variety which 
justifies the name 9eneralized partition variety. We first embed the quotient space 
Pr\M into a direct product of projective spaces. Then we show that the image of the 
quotient space is an algebraic subvariety of the direct product of projective spaces. At 
the end, we prove that P~\M~ is an algebraic subvariety of P~\M. 
For a E M, let ak denote the submatrix of a consisting of the last k rows in a. 
Definition 46. Let ~ : M ~ I I i=l  p(") - I  be the mapping defined by 
~r(a) := (49u,(au,),..., ~bu, (au,)) (23) 
where 
(~k(ak) : ( ' ' "  :a[m--k+l,m],J : "" ") (24) 
t with J running throughout all the k subsets of [n] and/2 i : :  ~j=i ~J for 1 ~< i ~< t. 
For a matrix a EM, let Ak(a) denote the submatrix in the southeast comer of a. 
Proposition 47. Or(a ) = O~(pa), for all p C Pr. 
Proof. Take a E M. By the definition of Pr, we have 
A#,(pa)=Au,(p)A#i(a ) for 1 <<.i<<.t. 
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In general, for an arbitrary #i x ]2 i submatrix in the last #i rows of pa, it can be viewed 
as/ku~(pa) multiplied by an n × n permutation matrix on the right. Since the action of 
Pr on the left and the action of S, on the right commute with each other, each 12 i x ]A i
submatrix in the last #i rows of pa is equal to the product of the 12 i x ~i submatrix 
in the last #~ rows of a with the same column index set and the /~ × #i submatrix 
in the southeast comer of p. Therefore, (ou~((pa)u~):/ku,(p)flp~i(a~)=flpl~,(au,) for 
l<.i<.t. [] 
So, we can define ~(P~a) := ~r(a). By Proposition 47 the map • is well defined 
1 
from P~\M into 1-II=l P(~')- - 
Proposition 48. The mappin9 • is an embedding of complex manifolds. 
Proof. By definition of embeddings of complex manifolds, we need to show three 
things: (a) • is holomorphic. (b) ~ is of full rank. (c) • is injective. 
(a) This is obvious as the components of each ~bi are polynomials in the entries of 
the matrix a. 
(b) Let ji = a(i). By definition of ~r, the component of ~bk(ak) with the set of 
column indices equal to {j} U (¢r[m - k + 2,m] - {ji}) is +am-k+l, j ,  i.e., 
( ~gk(ak ) ){j}O(a[m-k+l,ml-{ji} ) : "4- ai,j (25) 
where j ~ a([m - k + l ,m]) - {ji}, k C {~ti}l~i~t and k is the minimal number 
in this set such that m - k + 1 ~<i. Thus every free entry of ~(a)  or its negative 
multiple appears as a component in the image of 4.  Thus the map • is of full 
rank. 
(c) Eq. (25) also tells us that ai,j is determined by ~(P~a). Thus • is injective on 
each open set V(a). Next, we show that ~ is injective on the whole P~\M. Suppose 
a, a 'E  M and ~(P~ a)= O(P~a'). We want to show that P~a = P~a'. I f  there exists some 
z ER~n~)(?) such that a, d C J//(z), then we are done since the restriction of • to V(z) 
is injeetive. Suppose such z does not exist. We prove that ~(P~a) ~ ~(P~d), which 
is a contradiction. 
Choose a, a ~ E R~m)(?) such that a E ~(t7) and a ~ E q/(~'). Choose w E W~ so that 
(o-w)(i) = i. Since q/(aw)--~/(a)w and the components of d?k((aw)k) are a permutation 
of the components of tPk(ak) we may replace a by aw and assume, without loss of 
generality, that a( i ) - - i .  Thus a[m],[m] ~ 0. 
Case 1: The first m columns of a' are linearly dependent. In this case, con- 
sider the component with J=  [m] in (24), we get (~bm(a))[m] =a[m],[m] ~ 0 and 
(qbm(a'))[ml=a[ml,~m]=O. Thus tPm(a~) ¢ C~m(am). So ~(a ' )  ¢ ~7(a). Therefore 
~(P~a) ¢ ~(Pra'). 
Case 2: The first m columns of a ~ are linearly independent. Thus we can choose a' 
such that a 'C °k'(a') and a'([m])---[m]. Since there does not exist z E R'~nm)(?) such that 
a,a' C ql(z), we have a ¢ a'. 
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For the fixed orbit Ba t, there may be several z's in R~(7) such that P~a' C_ q/(z) and 
z([m]) = [m]. Define 
t2(Pra') = {~ EP~IBa' C_ 0k'(r) and z([m]) = [m]}. 
Choose a te  t2(Pra t) such that a and a t agree in the last m-  k rows and m-  k is 
maximal. By definition of ua, 
1 
a2,1 
u~(a) = 
Note that 
0 0 0 • • • 0 a l , rn+l  " • " a l ,n  
1 0 0 • • • 0 a2, rn+l  " "" a2,n 
• , , • 
ak-1 ,1  " "  ak_ l ,k_  2 1 0 0 
• . . 
". ". 0 
am, 1 " " " am,m--1 1 am,m+ 1 • • • am, n 
L~(a) fq Lr(a t) D {(i, j) E Lr(a) I k <~i <~ m} 
U {(i, j) E Lr(a) l n - m + l <~j <~n}. 
In other words, the free entries of qCr(a) and qC'(a') agree in the last m - k + 1 rows 
and the last n - m columns. But, in the (k - 1 )st row, since at(k - 1 ) ¢ a(k - 1 ), we 
have j := a t (k -  1 )<a(k -  1 )=k-  1. This follows from the facts that a ' ( [m] )= [m], 
a ' ( i )  = a(i)  for i=k,  . . . .  m and a'  is injective. 
• a t  n )--1 
Suppose #i ~<k-  1 ~<#i-i Note that dpu,(a~, ) = ~bui (u i )  in pG, . Consider the [m - 
#i + 1,m]th and the ({j} U ([m - #i + 1,m] - {k - 1}))th components, we have 
( ' ' '  : ak - l , j ' ' ' ' "  1 :." ") 
= ( ' ' ' : (~) lx , (a la~) ) ({ j}U( [ rn_ la~+l ,m]_{k_ l} ) ) ' ' ' "  :(q~u,(au,))[m-u~+l,m]:...) 
a t a t 
= ( ' ' '  : (~#i (  U , ) ) ({ j}U( [m- l~,+l ,m] -{k -1}) )  : " ' '  : (~b~, (#, ) ) [m- - / z i+ l ,m] : . . . )  
= ( ' " :  l ' . . . ' a '  k - l , k - l : " ' ) .  
Therefore, ak-l,j/1 = t 1/ak_l,k_ 1 which implies that t ak_l,k_ 1 ~ 0. Let (at) O) . . . . .  (d )  ('n) 
be the output of Construction OP*. By Construction OP*, we know that we can pivot 
at the (k -  1, k -  1 ) position on (a ~)(m-k). This implies that P~ a t C °//(z) for some z such 
that z ( [m])= [m] and a ( i )=  z(i) for i=  k -  1 . . . . .  m. This contradicts the maximality 
of m-  k. So we know that • is injective. [] 
Lemma 49. Pr\M is compact. 
Proof. Let N= {aEM[  the row vectors of a are orthonormal}. Then, for each aEN,  
~7,=1 la.kl2=l, for l<~i<~m, ~=la i ,  ka--~,k=0, if i¢  j .  Thus, we know that N is 
a bounded and closed subset of M which is compact• Since the matrix corresponding 
to Gram-Schmidt process is upper triangular, in each P~-orbit, there is some matrix 
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in N. Let zr :M ~ Pr\M be the canonical mapping. Then, 7r(N) =P~\M. Note that the 
left multiplication by a matrix corresponding to Gram-Schmidt process is a continuous 
mapping. P,/\M is compact. [] 
Recall the embedding mapping defined in (6) 
p(.2)- ... p(~,)-I - -~  pN ~:P( , ' , ) -  x x x 
m n where N = E i=I  (#i) - 1. Combine all the results proved in this section, by the 
Embedding Theorem 22 and Chow's theorem we have 
Proposition 50. The (~Vo~)(P,z\M) is an algebraic subvariety ore N and hence Py \M 
itself is a projective variety. 
Theorem 51. P~\M~ is a projective variety if 2i>~m - i + 1, l <~i<<,m and 2 is 
7-compatible. 
Proof. Choose any a ER~'(y) and fix it temporarily. By (25) every free entry of a E 
~(a)  is a component of some ~bk. Consider equations 
ai,j = 0 for (i,j) ~ F~. (26) 
Note that 2i ~> m - i + 1, 1 ~< i ~< m, and 2 is y-compatible. These imply that the parabolic 
board FrcFx. Thus, if (i,j) ~ Fx, then (i,j) q~ Fy. Hence, pi, k=O for all k<j. In 
particular, Pi, k = 0 for all k < i. 
In fact, for each aEM if aEM~, i.e., a satisfies the equations in (26), then for 
any pEP 7, pa=(~km=i p , kak, j). In particular, if (i,j) ~ Fx, then ak, j=O for all k >~i. 
Hence, 
(pa)i,j = £ Pi, kak, j 
k=l 
i-1 
= ~ Pi, kakj 
k=l 
=0.  
This tells us that (pa)CM~. Since p is arbitary in Pr, we have P~a CMz which implies 
that equations in (26) give a set of homogeneous equations in ~(V(a))C rb(P~\M). 
These homogeneous equations define the image ~(V(a)fq (P~\M~))C~(Pr\M~) as
a subvariety of the projective variety ~(P~\M). Recall that we have the embedding 
7j. f i  p(~)- l  --~ pN 
i=l 
defined as in (6) where 
N=(n  ) + ' "+ ( n ) - 1 # ,  #m 
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Thus (~Po~)(P~\M~) is an analytic subvariety o fP  N. By Chow's Theorem 23 (~ o 4 )  
(P~\Ma) is a projective subvariety of pN. [] 
6. Cellular decomposition of Pr\Mz 
In this section we give a cellular decomposition of the partition variety Pr\Mz. The 
topological implication of this cellular decomposition is the topic of the next section. To 
state our main results we construct a transversal for the Pr-orbits on M. We construct 
a transversal for PrkM of the form Uael(m,n) Y~(a) where the sets Yr(a) are defined as 
follows: Let 
H(a)=Hl(a)UH2(a) (27) 
where 
H1(a) = {(i,j) lcr(i)<j for j ~ J(a)}, (28) 
Hz(a) = {(i,j) la(i)< j for j EJ(a) and a-l( j )<i}. (29) 
Define 
Y(a) = a + ~ CEi,j. (30) 
(i,j)EH(a) 
Lemma 52. Yr(a) is an affine space of dimension l (a )= IH(a)[ where l(a) is the 
length function defined in Definition 3. 
Proof. Clearly dim Yr(a)= [H(a)[. Thus we must prove [H(a)[ = l(a). By the local 
formula for the length function in Proposition 4, the contribution of the ith rook to 
the length function equals the sum of the number of zero columns to the right of 
the rook and the number of rooks to the northeast of the rook (since the number 
of rooks equals the number of rows, there are no zero rows above the rook). By 
the definition of the set H(a), a pair (i,j) belongs to H(a) if and only if either the 
jth column is a zero column or the rook in the jth column is to the northeast of 
the ith rook. Thus, l(a)= IH(~r)l and hence Yr(a) is an affine space of dimension 
l(a). [] 
For a C I(m, n) define 
X~(a) = {Pr Y I Y E Yr(a)} _ Pr\M. (31) 
The space Xr(a) has the subspace topology from P~\M and Y(a) has the subspace 
topology from M. There is a natural homeomorphism from Xr(a) onto Yr(a) defined 
by Pe y ~ y. Here we give an example to illustrate the definition of Yr(a). 
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Example  53. Recall that in Example 45, m=3,  n=4,  2=(43)  and y=(1 ,2) .  Then 
{YT(a)}, e RT{~) is given as follows: 
Y~(o-O)) = 0 1 , Y~(a(2)) = 
0 0 ( ox 
Yy(o'(3))  = | x , Yy(o'(4))  ~-~ 
0 0 ( oo 
Yv(o'(5))  = 1 0 , Y~/(o(6) ) = 
0 1 
Y.~(o'(7) = x x , Y]:(o-(8)) = 
0 0 
Yy(o'(9) ) = x 0 , Yy(o-( l°) )  = 
0 1 
Yy(o'(11)) = 0 x , YT(o-(12)) = 
1 x 
where we use an 'x'  for 
1°i) 0 1 , 
0 0 
°li) 1 x , 0 0 
°°i) 1 0 , 0 1 
0 1 ! )  
X X , 
0 0 oo ) 
X 0 , 
0 1 oo ) 
0 x , 
1 x 
an entry which is arbitrary in C. 
Proposition 54 (Cellular decomposition of M). The manifoM M has the following 
cellular decomposition: 
M = ~ f7(a) 
ffER~m)(7) 
where LJ denotes the disjoint union and 5~(o-) := P~Yr(o'). 
Proof. For each fixed a E M, list all the ~/t x ~t submatrices of a in its last block 
according to the column indices, lexicographically. Let ct :=  sub[m-~t+l,m],Jt a the 
first non-singular such submatrix in this order. Write Jt = {Jm-7,+l . . . . .  jm} such that 
jm-~,+l < "'" <jm. Multiply a by 
dt(a) := 
, I 
] 
(c , )  -~  
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on the left. Then do row eliminations upwards, using the identity submatrix with row 
index set [m - ?t + 1, m] and column index set Jt to eliminate all the entries above in 
these columns. Then, we get a new matrix a (t). Clearly, 
a (t) = ut(a) dt(a)a 
where ut(a) = I  - 2 i<m-?t+ l , jE J t  ai,jEi,j and I is the m x m identity matrix. 
Construction Block k. For a (k+l) where k>_. 1, list all the ?k x ?k submatrices of a (k+l) 
in its kth block according to the column indices, lexicographically. Recall that ktk = 
~--]~=k ~'J- Let ck := sub[m--Uk+l,m--uk+d,Jka the first non-singular such submaWix in this 
order with Jt = {Jm-~k+l . . . . .  Jm-~k+, }" Multiply a by 
dk(a) := (/ / 
/~k-- 1 
(Ck) -1 
I/~k+l 
on the left. Then do row eliminations upwards, using the identity submatrix with row 
index set [m - #k + 1,m - Pk+i] and column index set Jk to eliminate all the entries 
above in these columns. Then, we get a new matrix a (k). End of Construction Block k. 
Thus 
a (k) = uk(a) dk(a)a (k+l) 
= uk(a) dk(a) uk+l(a) dk+l(a)"" ut(a) dt(a)a. 
Repeat this process until we get a (1). The definition of Construction Block k implies 
that a (1) E Yr(a) where a ER~m)(V) is defined by a(i)=ji .  Note that 
a O) = ul(a)dl(a)a (2) 
= u,(a) d,(a) uz(a) dz(a). . ,  ut(a) at(a) a. 
Let 
p '  := ul(a)dl(a) u2(a)d2(a).., ut(a)dt(a). 
and p := (p , ) - l .  Then pEP~ such that a=pa 0). So McU~eR?~m~(~)5~(a) where 
~(~) = ~r~(~) .  
Next, we need to show that PrYr(a) MPrYr(a')=O if a # a'.  Without loss of gener- 
m ality, assume a = ~-~i=l Ei,i. Let i0 be the smallest row index such that jo = io = a(io) 
a'(io)=j~. Assume the ioth row is in the kth block. Assume there were some 
a'  EPrYr(a' ) M PrYr(a). Then, there are some pl,p2 EP~, yl E Yr(a) and y2 E Yr(a') 
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such that PlY1 =a t = P2Y2. Hence, Yl = pllp2Y2 • Let p= pllp2. By Construction 
Block k, after using Construction i for k + 1 ~<i ~<t, since p Y2 = Yl, the first non- 
singular submatrix in the kth block of Y2 in the lexicographic order is of the same 
column index set as that in yl. Thus, the definitions of Yr(a) and Yr(a ~) imply that 
a(io) = a'(io). This contradicts the choice of io. Therefore, such an a ~ does not exist. So 
P~Y~(a')NP~Y~(a) = O. [] 
Theorem 55 (Cellular decomposition of P~\Mx). Let 2 be a ?-compatible partition. 
Then the generalized partition variety P~ \Mx has the following cellular decomposition: 
[3 X (a) 
~R~(~) 
where U denotes the disjoint union and X~(a) := P~\t~(a). 
PrcmL By the definition of Y'~(a) and X~(a), Proposition 54 implies that 
P \M= I I 
Take aeR] ' (?) .  Suppose (i,a(i))eF~ for l<.i<.m. By Construction OP* in 
Section 4, Y~(a) c M~. Since 2 is 7-compatible, we have P~ M~ C_ M~. In particular this 
implies that P~Y~(a)CM~. Thus X~(a)CP~\M~. On the other hand if for some 
a'eR["~m)(?), there exists some i such that (i,a'(i)) q~ F~ then Y~(a')NM~=0. 
Thus X~(a')NP~\M~=O. Therefore our theorem is proved. [] 
7. CW-complex structure of P~\M2 
In this section, we will show that the generalized partition variety 
P~\Mz = U X~(a) 
aER~(],),F~(a) C F~ 
is a CW-complex where X~(a)=P~\Yg~(a). For a • R~(?), let a* be the element of J (a )  
obtained by permuting the rows of a. For l<~k<.m let Mk, n be the set of k × n 
matrices. Let 
M k = {a 6Mkn I ranka =k}. (32) k,n 
Define a map Pk : M ~ M~n by 
pk(a) = ak (33) 
where ak is the submatrix of a consisting of its last k rows. Let ak = pk(a) denote the 
submatrix consisting of the last k rows in a. Define 2(ak) to be the partition 
{n-  a* (m-  k+ 1) + 1 ,n -  a*(m-  k+2)+ 1 . . . . .  n -  a*(m) + 1}. 
I f  k = m then ak = a. 
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t 
Recall that for a fixed ? = (71 ... .  ,Yt),/~i = ~j=iY j .  Let Y0 = 0. Write vi = ~=0 7j- 
Clearly, for each i, #i+1 + vi = m. Let a be a matrix in M. Write the kth row of a 
as ak(a) for 1 <~k<~m. Let ak denote the submatrix of a consisting of  the last k rows 
of a. Now consider the following set of  partial flags 
~(C~)  = {(Vii . . . . .  Vt)ldim V//: ]2t_i+ 1 and Vic Vi+l , Vi}. 
We have the following lemma 
Lemma 56. h r : PT\M ~ ~(C" )  is a homeomorphism defined by 
hy([a]) = (hu,(a~,) . . . . .  hu, (a#l)) 
where for  1 <<. k <<. m 
ak~- (am-k?l(a)lam(a) ,] 
and 
(34) 
hk(ak) :=  (am(a), am- l (a )  . . . .  , am-k+l(a)), 
i.e., hk(ak) is the linear span of  the row vectors am(a),am-l(a) . . . . .  a,n-k+l(a) of  a. 
Proof. We need to show (a) h~ is well defined, (b) h~ is a one-to-one correspondence, 
and (c) h~ and its inverse are both continuous. 
(a) For any given p E PT, since p has all its non-zero elements in the parabolic 
board corresponding to ~, 
(am(pa) . . . . .  ap,(pa)) : (am(a) . . . . .  a,,(a)) for l <~i<~t. 
So the image of hr is independent of the choice of  representatives in [a], i.e., h~ is 
well defined. 
(b) For each (V1,..., Vt) E ~(Cn) ,  let /I0 = (0) and #t+l = 0, take a maximal 
Vi linearly independent set {vj}j=v,_,+l C Vi+l - Vi, O<<.i<<.t - 1 Take 
a:  ~ . 
v 
By the definition of h~, we have h~([a]) = (V1 . . . . .  Vt). So, h~ is onto. 
Next, we prove that h~ is one to one. Suppose h~([a]) = h~([a']). Use induction on t 
to show that a ~ = p a for some p E P~. If t = 1, then 7 = (nm). Thus, the equation 
h~([a]) = h~([a~]) implies that [a] = [a ~] as m dimensional subspaces of  C n. Therefore, 
there is some p E P~ = G,,, such that a ~ = p a. Assume that h 7 is one to one when ~, 
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has less than t blocks. When y has t blocks, hr([a]) = hr([d])  implies that 
(CZm(a), ~Xm-l(a) . . . . .  OZm-ui+l(a)) 
= ht,i(au, ) = hui(a~,) 
= (~Xm(a'), O~m-l(a') . . . .  , O:m-~i+l(a')) 
I for 1 <<.i<~t. By induction hypothesis, there is a p' E PCr2,...,r,) such that a~2 = p'a~2. 
Thus, for each i~> 1, o~rj+i(d ) is a linear combination 
otr,+i(a' ) = ~_, p~,yotr,+j(a') 
J 
where j goes throughout all the indices such that Pl, j # O. Since 
(O:m(a), CZm--1 (a) . . . . .  Otl (a)) 
= G, (a~,) = G, (a'~,) 
= (O~m(a'), O~m-l(a') . . . . .  oq(at)), 
-f o~ [a t Vt m where #1 = m, ctk(a') is a linear combination of t i~ ]Ji=l, for 1 ~<k~<yl, there exists 
some p E P~ such that a' = p a. Therefore h~ is one to one. 
(c) Here we show both h and h -1 are continuous. First we show that h is continuous. 
Let O be any open set in ~(Cn) .  We show that h - l (o )  is open in B\M.  Our idea is 
illustrated in the following diagram. 
C mn D M -~ M~ ~ Gi(C n) 
U U U 
O; := p'~lgi- l (oi)  ~ 7~Fl(oi) ~ Oi 
(35) 
Since the topology in ~(C  n) is the subspace topology inherited from the product 
topology in G~,(C n) x . . .  × Gu,(C n) we may assume that O = (1-Ii=10i) N ~(C ~) 
where Oi is an open set in Gu,_,+,(C ") for 1 <<.i<<.t. Recall that M,:I~ is the space of 
i x n matrices of rank i and let 7z i : M~n "-¢ Gi(C n) be the natural map which takes a 
matrix to its row space. Then 7r~1_,+, (Oi) is open by definition of the quotient opology 
in Gi(Cn). Recall that Pi : M ~ M~n is defined by by pi(a) = ai where, as before, ai 
consists of the last i rows of a. Since Pi is continuous, O~ := p~l_,+Tr~(Oi) is open 
in 34. 
Since the set M consists of all the m x n matrices of rank m, it is open in Mm, n(C). 
Thus O~ is open in Mm, n(C). Write O~ = [.Jj o~j where the O~j are basic open sets. 
Each O~j is a direct product of mn open intervals in C. Clearly every such open interval 
is the solution set of a strict inequality of the form a < x < b. Define O' = f')i=l O~. 
So O' is the solution set of a system of strict inequalities. In the following we call 
those strict inequalities with the ai, j involved (as the variables) the open restriction on 
ai,j. Then O' is an open subset of Mm,~(C). By definition of Pu .... 1, 
rr~,_,+,p~ .... l(a) = (a~ .... ,) C(au,_,) = zc~,_,pu,_,(a) for l<~i~m-  1. (36) 
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Thus O' is a union of Pr-orbits in M. By definition of the quotient opology on Pr\M, 
Pr\O' is open in P~\M. 
Now we want to show that B\O '= h~-l(O) which implies that hr is continuous. 
Recall that hr(Pr a)= (h~,(a~,) .. . . .  hu, (ai, , )) and hk(ak) is the linear span of the vectors 
am(a),am-x(a) . . . . .  ~m-k+l(a). If Prx E Pr\O', then the fact that x E O' implies that 
x E 6},'. for 1 ~< i ~< t. then 
t 
hy(P~x) = (hu,(xu,) . . . . .  hu,(xu, )) E 1-I oi = o. 
i=1  
So PrkO'ch~l(O). Next, take P~x E h~l(o).  Then h(Bmx) E O. Thus, hu,_,+~(xu,_~+, ) E 
Oi, for all i. Therefore, x E O'. Because of the nested condition xi CXi+l, 1 <<.i<~m- 1,
Prx E P~\O'. Therefore, Pr\O' = h~-l(O). Hence, h~ is continuous. 
Next we show that h~ -1 is continuous. Let U be an open subset of Pr\M. Then, 
there is an open set U' C M such that U' is the preimage of U in M. We show 
that hr(U ) is open in ~(cn) .  Since U' is open in M, without loss of generality we 
may assume that U' is a basic open subset of M. That is to say that U' is a direct 
product of mn open intervals: one interval for each entry of the matrix. Collect all 
the open restrictions on the entries in the last ]At_i+ 1 rows of the matrices in U'. The 
collection of these open restrictions define an open set U[ CMu,_,+ ~ for 1 <~i~m. For 
(Xl ..... xt) E hr(U), there exists some a E U' such that xi = h~,_,+~(au,_,+, ) = (au,_,+,) 
for 1 ~< i ~< t. Thus Xl C . - .  C xt. By the definition of quotient opology on Gu,_~+ , (C"), 
Ui = ~ru,_,+l (U[) is open for 1 ~< i ~< t. Since ~(C  n) has the subspace topology inherited 
rtl 
from 1-Ii=1 Gu,-,+, (C" ), we know that h~(U) = (1--[I=1 Ui)fq ~(C n) is open. Therefore, 
h~ -1 is continuous. Hence hr is a homeomorphism. [] 
Theorem 57 (Ehresmann Argument). (a) There is a one-to-one correspondence F be- 
tween the set cgr = {Xr(a) I a E R~',(7)} and the set of sequences of Fetters boards 
d$r = {F (u`) C. . .  C F (~)} where F (zk) is a Ferrers board of #\ rows which is obtained 
by deletin# ?k-1 rows from F v~k-1) for 2 <~k <~t. The correspondence F is defined by 
r (x r (a ) )  = (F~(¢~,) . . . . .  ~(¢.~ )), 
(b) Let a E R~,(7). Then X(a)  C_X(a') if and only / f  F~(~,,) C~(~) ,  for 1 <~i<.t. 
As before, for any a E I(k,n), let a* E J(k,n) be such that a* is obtained by 
rearranging the rows of a. 
Proof of Theorem 57. (a) View X(a)  as a subset of the direct product of Grassmarmi- 
ans 1-II=1 Gu,-i+,(Cn) • Then, for each P~a E X(a),  let Vz,_,+ , be the #t_i+l-dimensional 
, subspace spanned by the last #t-i+x rows of a, for 1 <.i<.t. Then, V~,_,+ 1 E e(a#,_,+, ), 
for 1 <<.i<<.t. 
Conversely, for any partial flag Vu, C . . .  C Vu, such that dim ~, = /~i, the nested 
condition implies that there is some tr E R~ such that Vuk E e(tr*~). Write V0 = {0}. 
Recall that vj = )--]~=i 7i- Take any maximal linearly independent set (vj}~'=v,_,+ 1 C Vu,- 
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V~,+,, O<~i~t -  1. Use vi as the ith row, for l<~k<.m, we get a matrix a. If nec- 
essary, rearrange the vectors in the set {vj}j=v,_,+l such that the tr can be chosen 
from R~(?) and Pra E X(a)  (note that such a rearrangement does not change the 
partial flag V~, C . . -C  V~ which is a P:orbit). For this fixed partial flag, the tr is 
unique in R~'(7). Thus, we have a one to one correspondence b tween the sequence of 
Ferrers boards of {F~((ak)*)}l~k~<,, and the set X(tr). 
The second statement follows from the fact that in a Grassmannian, e(a*)C e((tr')*) 
if and only if Fx(~.) C F~((~,).). [] 
Definition 58. Let ml,.. . ,ms and nl . . . .  ,n  t be two decreasing subsequences of [m] 
such that as two subsets of [m], [m] = {ml  . . . . .  ms} tA {nl,... ,nt} a disjoint union. We 
call such a pair of subsequences a (s, t)-pair. 
In this definition, either s or t may be O. 
Lemma 59. Let ({mi}s=l,{ni}l=l) and ({m[}~=l,{nl}~=l) be two (s,t)-pairs of [m] 
such that ni <~n~. I f  we insert ms into the proper position in nl, . . . ,nt to make a 
into the (s - 1,t + 1)-pair :sin ~s-1 .rn.V+l ~ and at the same time we insert m s ~,t i J i= l '  I_ i J i= l J  
I proper position in n' l, n t to make another ( s -  1,t+ 1)-pair tfm '~s-I HJ'*~t+l~ • " ,  ~,t i J i= l  ' t~  n )i .~i=l')~ 
then n* <~(n')*, for 1 <<.i<~t + 1. 
Proof. Clearly, the only non-trivial case is when ms > m' s. Suppose ms is inserted at 
the ith place so that n* = ms. Then, 
ms=m-( i -1 ) - ( s -1 )=n- i - s  + 2. 
' '~>m-(s -  l ) - - ( i -  1) = ms. For the same i, since ms > ms, we have (n')* = ni 
/ / * 
Assume m s -- (n)k, k > i. Then, for each l such that i < l < k, nt = n~'+l.  Therefore, 
The case when 1 >/k is trivial. Hence n~+ l = m- (s -1 ) - l<~(n ' )~+l ,  as (n')~+x > m s . 
the lemma is proved. [] 
Theorem 60. For any given composition ? of m, let 2 be a V-compatible partition. 
For a and ~r' c R~'(y), let P(g) and P(a') be the invisible permutations of a and a', 
respectively. 
(a) X (a )CX(cr ' ) / f  and only i fX ,  (P (a ) )CX * (P(g')). 
(b) X • (P(a)) C X * (P(a')) /f and only if P(a) <.P(~r') 
where 
• the order ' <.' is the Bruhat order of the symmetric group Sn, i.e., write P(g') as 
1~ "-1 P(~r) a reduced word in terms of the distinguished transpositions {(i, i+  JJ~=l, 
can be written as a subword of P(cr'). 
• we use X * (P(cr)) to denote the Schubert cell of P(a) in the homogeneous space 
Po,-m,~)\ Gn where 
( l " - " ,y )  := (1 . . . . .  1,y! . . . . .  y,). 
n--/?l  
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Proof. (a) Let 0 = (ln--ra,7). Then Oi = 1 for l<~i<~n- m and Oj = y/ for 
n - m<~j<<.n - m + t. Assume X(P(a))C_X(P(a')). By Theorem 57, F~(p(o)o,)C 
F~(p(~,)0,), for 1 <<.i<<.n - m + t. In particular, we have 
bi( . , . , )  = ~i<p(,.)  . . . .  ,,,) c_ F~(e(~,)~_.+,,) = F~(~, ). 
for 1 <~i<<.t. By Theorem 57 we have X(a)C_X(a'). 
Assume X(a)cX(a~). We use induction on n -  m to show X(P(a))CX(P(a~)). I f  
n - m - 0, there is nothing to prove. I f  n - m = 1, then by Theorem 57, 
J~(ak)C/~(a~) for l<~k<~n- 1. 
That means a~(i)>>.(a')~(i), for each i. By the definition of  invisible permutations, 
({P(a(1))},{a~(i)}~-i 1) and ({P(a'(1))},{(a')~(i)}~-i l) are two ( i ,n -  1)-pairs such 
that a~(i)>>.(a')~(i), for each i. By Lemma 59, we know that (P(a))~(i)>>.(P(tr'))~(i), 
for 1 <<.i<<.n which imply that X(P(a))CX(P(a')). Assume the inclusion above is true 
for n - m = j,  when n - m = j + 1, repeat the argument above, and use Lemma 59 
again. We get the inclusion for the n - m = j + 1 case. [] 
Coronary 61. For a G R~(T), if X(a)nX(tr ' )  # 0, then X(tr)cX(a').  
Proof. Take P~ E X(a) n X(tr'), then [ai] has a matrix representative of  the form as 
the first one in Lemma 27 according to tr i and a matrix representative of the form as 
the second one in Lemma 27 according to tr~ for 1 ~< i ~<m. Therefore, 
F~(au,)cF~(a~i ) for l< i<t  
So x(~) cx(a'). [] 
Theorem 62 (Main theorem). Let 2 be a y-compatible partition. Then we have 
(a) The partition variety P~\M~ is a CW-complex consisting of all the cells X(a) 
of Pr\M which fit into the board F~ 
Pr\M~. = U ,,eRT(~') X~(a). (37) 
(b) The Poincar$ polynomial for cohomology of the partition variety Pr\M~ with 
real coefficients is 
Poin(Pr \M,~, R) = ~ dim Hi(Pr\M,~, R)q i 
:RLm(2,  y ' q2). (38) 
Proof. The previous lemma tells us that 
~\M~ = U x~(~). 
o~R~'(~),F~ c F~ 
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To show that this is a CW-complex, we need only to prove that for each Pra E 
(X~(o) - X~(a)) C P~\M,z, there must be some cell X~(a') C P.I\M;~ of lower dimension 
such that P~a E X~(o'). Since Pra E (X~(a) C P~\M),, there is a unique Xr(a') containing 
Pra. By the last corollary, X~(a')CXr(a). So, Fz(,;f)C_ F~(~,), for all i. But, Pra ~ Xr(o) 
implies that there is at least one i such that the inclusion is strict, i.e., Fx(o;)CF~(,,). 
This means that Xr (a') C P~ \Ma and P( a' ) < P(o) in the Bruhat order of Sn. Therefore, 
dimcX~(a') = l(P(a')) < l(P(a)) = dimcX~(a). 
So we have proved that P~\Ma is a CW-complex. Since this CW-complex structure is 
over the complex field which is viewed as two-dimensional real space, all the cells 
are of even dimensions. So the boundary operator ~ is zero. Thus, the homology 
(cohomology) groups of P~\Ma are freely generated by its cells. Hence, we have 
Poin~(P~kM~,R) = RL,,(2, 7, q2). [] 
We conclude this paper with three well-known examples which are special cases of 
the partition varieties. 
Corollary 63 (Homogeneous space P,/\Grn). Let 7 be any decomposition of m. 
(a) The homogeneous space P7\Gm is a CW-complex. 
(b) The homology (and the cohomology) groups of the homogenous space PT\Gm 
are given by 
Poin(P~\Gm, R)= RLm((mm), 7, q2) 
..~_I'I [ki--Ti+l--Ti+l . . . . .  3)t 1 
i= l ~i q2 
Proof. Take n = m and 2 = (mm). [] 
Corollary 64 (Flag manifold). (a) The flag manifold Bin\Gin is a CW-complex con- 
sisting of Bruhat cells. 
(b) The homology (and the cohomology) groups of the flag manifold Bm\Gm are 
given by 
Poin(Bm\Gm,R ) = RLm((mm), (lm), q2) 
: [m]q2 !
Proof. Take n = m, 7 = (lm) and 2 = (ram). [] 
Corollary 65 (Grassmann manifold). (a) The Grassmann manifold Gm\Mnm is a 
CW-complex consisting of Schubert cells. 
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(b) The homology (and the cohomolooy) oroups of the Grassmann manifold are 
oiven by 
Poin(Gm\Mn-,R) = RLm((nm), (m), q2) 
m 
Remark. By using generalized partition varieties, we have a unified treatment o the 
homology (and the cohomology) for both flag manifolds and the Grassmann manifolds 
constructively. 
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